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Why Clustering is Needed

The use of the vast information available online cannot be maximized unless an effective means

When a search engine provides millions of results for a particular query, the searcher can eit
Clustering engines automatically cluster results into categories that have been intelligently
With the great improvement of search engines´ capability to return a large number of relevant

A good cluster is considered such if it possesses a readable description. It should be able to
Search Engines that Clusters

Google Sets do not provide results but rather helps in finding similar terms to the ones enter
Wisenut is a full-text search engine which provides for related topics aside from a number of

Teoma has been dubbed as the ˆGoogle Killer˜ due to its very interesting clustering technology

Infonetware.com is more of a demonstration of Infonetware´s Real Term Technology than a search

Oingo uses the open Directory Project as its search source. The search results page gives a dr

Vivisimo is a meta-search engine that clusters its results. It provides a very simple front pa

Query Server offers several types of search on the left side of the front page. Each search ha

Surfwax offers both subscription based and free services. A focus link can be seen in the uppe

Northern Light News search requires a search to have a certain number of results in order to b

Clustering search engines break up several hundred results into manageable packages. Suggestio
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